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High-entropy alloys (HEAs) have evolved to be one of the most popular materials in the last decade. Their

unique configuration and attractive properties make HEAs one of the most promising catalysts. Although

a very limited amount of work has been reported, higher activities of HEAs than traditional catalysts have

been confirmed. This review firstly summarizes the current synthetic methods of nanostructured HEA

catalysts. Then, four core effects of HEAs, namely high entropy, cocktail effect, lattice distortion and

sluggish diffusion, are briefly introduced, and their impacts on the catalytic properties of HEAs are

highlighted. The research progress in the application of HEAs in heterogeneous catalysis is subsequently

reviewed from the perspectives of both theory and experiment. The relationships among metastable

microstructures, substitution effects (i.e. strain, ligand and ensemble effects) and d-band center are

discussed in detail, and their impacts on the adsorption energy of intermediates in catalytic reactions are

emphasized. We conclude the review with the discussion of the challenges and opportunities of HEA

catalysts. Several directions of future HEA research are put forward. The review provides a valuable

resource for those interested in these exciting catalytic materials.

1. Introduction

The synthesis and application (e.g. catalysis1 and energy

storage2) of high entropy alloys (HEAs) have received consider-

able attention in the recent years because of their promising

properties that exceed the capabilities of a single element (or

unary) component. HEAs are dened as alloys containing at

least ve principal metal atoms in equi-atomic or near equi-

atomic ratios (each with concentrations between 5 at% and 35

at%).3 Instead of forming intermetallic phases, HEAs favor the

formation of single solid solution states with simple crystalline

phases, namely face-centered cubic (FCC), body-centered cubic

(BCC) or close-packed hexagonal (HCP) structure.4 The thermal

energy in the solid solution state of HEAs is sufficiently high to

allow each element to have random positions within the

structure.5 An amorphous phase can also form if large atom size

difference in HEAs causes severe lattice distortion.6 Specic

structures with appropriate compositions offer HEAs superior

physicochemical properties to the traditional alloys, such as

low-level stacking fault energy, thermal stability, radiation

resistance and corrosion resistance.7–15

A promising area of research concerns the role of HEAs as

heterogeneous catalysts in chemical and electrochemical reac-

tions. The catalytic reactions are expected to be controlled by

tuning the composition, surface atomic coordination and

electronic conguration of HEAs. These microstructures can

directly affect the interaction between intermediate species and

catalysts, thus determining the catalytic activity and selectivity.
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Therefore, engineering the microstructures is a feasible and

reasonable approach to make HEAs a promising catalyst with

desirable functions. Although the eld of HEAs began in

2004,3,16 only in recent years has attention been paid to the

catalytic application of HEAs.17 Minimizing the HEA particle

size to the micron or even nanometer scale is the key and

challenge to the development of efficient HEA catalysts. In 2018,

a thermal shock method was reported to alloy dissimilar

elements into HEA nanoparticles (NPs), which greatly stimu-

lated the blossom of HEAs in catalysis. A wide range of multi-

component nanoscale HEAs with the desired composition and

size can be achieved by controlling the carbothermal shock

parameters.18

Based on the results of the limited investigations per-

formed so far, HEAs are expected to be emerging catalytic

materials in the future. In this review, the advantages and

potential of HEAs as catalysts are showcased based on the

current theoretical calculation and experimental results. First,

we summarize the current preparation methods of nano-

structured HEA catalysts in Chapter 2. The drawbacks of the

current synthesis methods are highlighted. Next, the core

effects of HEAs (i.e. high entropy, cocktail effect, lattice

distortion and sluggish diffusion), which play crucial roles in

improving the catalytic performance, are emphasized in

Chapter 3. Some unique properties of HEAs resulting from the

core effects are then introduced in Chapter 4, including

metastable microstructures, substitution effects (i.e. strain,

ligand and ensemble effects), d band center and adsorption

energy. How these effects modify the d-band is emphasized. In

particular, we discuss the mechanisms behind the remarkable

catalytic activity and stability induced by these properties.

Challenges associated with HEA catalysts are nally claried,

and several perspectives for future research directions and

development of HEAs in the eld of catalysis are suggested in

Chapter 5. This work aims to be a comprehensive and critical

review of general interest to communities who focus on effi-

cient catalysts. It can provide guidance for synthesizing high-

quality HEA nanoparticles with improved catalytic

performance.

2. Synthesis strategies of
nanostructured HEAs

Synthesis of HEA catalysts with nanostructures is the founda-

tion for their application in heterogeneous catalysis. The

controlled combination of multiple metals in HEAs at the

nanoscale provides an effective avenue to tune the properties by

maximizing the active surface area-to-volume ratio. Different

from their bulk materials, HEA nanostructures possess unique

size-dependent optical and electronic properties, followed by

their unique chemical properties, which contribute to achieving

highly efficient performance in catalysis. The controllable

incorporation of multiple immiscible elements into one type of

nanoparticle merits untold scientic and technological poten-

tial, yet remains a challenge using conventional synthetic

strategies. Very recently, some facile and straightforward

strategies for the synthesis of HEA nanomaterials have been

developed, which shed light on the application of HEAs in

catalysis. Moreover, the drawbacks of each strategy, which

should be overcome in further research, are also pointed out.

2.1 Carbothermal method

Hu et al. used a two-step carbothermal-shockmethod to alloy up

to eight elements into HEA NPs (NPs),18 which makes it an

important advance in promoting the development of HEAs

(Fig. 1). This strategy involves a 55 millisecond ash heating

and cooling of metal precursors on carbon supports at a peak

temperature of 2000 K in argon. The high temperature ensures

uniform mixtures of multiple elements by ssion/fusion

mechanisms and catalytically driven particle dispersion mech-

anism. During the synthesis process, the liquid metal splits to

harvest the dispersed surface-bound residual oxygen (O*) on the

carbon support. The concentration of O* closely relates to the

density of defects on the support. The presence of O* and the

use of catalytically active metals allow different compositions

into single particles during the carbothermal process. Notably,

a higher O* concentration drives more frequent catalyst

motion, making the NPs coarser, whereas a lower concentration

may result in a decreased mobility, preventing the formation of

single NPs.

Although the carbothermal shock method can craHEA NPs

with controllable composition and ultrane size, it only

produces NPs immobilized on a carbon substrate due to the

extreme synthetic conditions. It is incompatible with thermally

sensitive substrates such as metal, glass, and polymers.

2.2 Electrosynthesis method

In contrast to thermal approaches, electrodeposition is a room-

temperature strategy for the synthesis of amorphous metal NPs

on conductive substrates.19 Recently, Dick et al. used this

method to fabricate high-entropy NPs with up to eight principal

components by conning their salt precursors to water nano-

droplets suspended in dichloroethane.6 The formation of

a �10 nm nanodroplet/electrode contact radius leads to the

electrodeposition of alloy NPs with disordered microstructures

on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) or glassy carbon

substrate electrodes.6 The collision of the nanodroplet with the

electrode induced an initial sharp rise of current response,

followed by a decay due to the consumption of the salts inside

the nanodroplets.20 The electrodeposition takes ca. 100 ms to

synthesize the HEA NPs with an average diameter of 900 nm.6

The nanodroplet-mediated electrodeposition can prevent phase

separation, allowing precise stoichiometric control with 2–5%

variability.6

Despite many advantages, this method can only produce

HEA NPs in the amorphous phase. In addition, it is difficult to

achieve uniform immobilization of HEA NPs on granular

supports.

2.3 Solvothermal-pyrolysis method

Huang et al. developed a solvothermal-pyrolysis approach to

prepare HEA NPs.21 As shown in Fig. 2, typically a nanorod-
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shaped precursor of quinary metal–organic frameworks (MOFs)

on the surface of carbon cloth (CC) was synthesized via a sol-

vothermal method in the solution mixed with salt precursors

and 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid.21 Then the precursor was

treated by pyrolysis in a H2/Ar mixed atmosphere, which

induced decomposition of the MOFs to form single-phase FCC

HEA NPs with a diameter of 5 nm.21 The HEA NPs prepared by

this method possess many partial dislocations and stacking

faults as well as the displacement of atoms, indicating the high

distortion of atomic lattices of the NPs. These defects in HEAs

result in surface tension, which will signicantly affect the

catalytic performance. Notably, the pyrolysis process is con-

ducted in a xed bed pyrolysis reactor. The metal ions are prone

to sequential reduction due to their different chemical reductive

potentials, causing phase separation.22

Lu et al. developed a fast-moving bed pyrolysis (FEBP)

strategy to synthesize HEA NPs on granular supports including

carbon, g-Al2O3 and zeolite (Fig. 3). This method was conducted

at 923 K with a population speed of 20 cm s�1, resulting in the

formation of a small size (�2 nm) of HEA NPs within 5 s. The

critical size of HEA nucleus is small enough to reduce excess

free energy used for forming nanoalloys, thus avoiding phase

separation.23 It is demonstrated that when the time for the

precursors to reach the heating zone increases from 5 s to 20 s,

obvious phase separation has been found in NPs.24 In the fast

moving bed pyrolysis strategy, all metal precursors with

different reduction potentials can be decomposed at 923 K.24

The formation of HEA NPs without phase separation is ther-

modynamically favored because of the low critical free energy.23

In contrast, a slow moving bed pyrolysis causes a larger radius

of nuclei, and thus results in phase separation.25

Iversen et al. reported a solvothermal autoclave synthesis

method to synthesize HEA NPs at 200 �C in an acetone–ethanol

solution with metal precursors.26 Metal chloride salts are prone

to yielding the HCP phase, whereas the acetylacetonate

precursors cra the FCC phase, due to their different pre-

nucleation structures.27 Homogeneous HEA NPs were gener-

ated at a temperature lower than the reduction temperature of

the metals in HEAs due to autocatalyzed metal reduction at the

(111) facets of the FCC phase.28 A Pd core is initially formed

which would autocatalyze the reduction of the other metals on

the (111) facets. Growth along the [111] direction occurs in the

initial 20 min, whereas the growth rate along the perpendicular

direction is small, inducing elongation of the HEA NPs.28 The

Fig. 1 Carbothermal shock synthesis of HEA NPs on carbon nanofiber (CNF). (a) SEM of metal precursors on CNF, and the synthesized PtNi NPs

after the carbothermal shock method. (b) Sample preparation and the temporal evolution of temperature during carbothermal shock. (c) Low-

magnification and single-particle elemental maps, an HAADF image, and corresponding atomic maps for a PtNi alloy. (d) Elemental maps of an

HEA NP composed of Pt, Pd, Ni, Co, Fe, Au, Cu, and Sn. Scale bar, 10 nm. Reproduced from ref. 18 with permission from The American

Association for the Advancement of Science.
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alloying of HEAs by solvothermal reactions, governed by the

reduction rates, is a kinetically driven process rather than

thermodynamic energy gain of mixing.28 However, products of

solvothermal reactions are inevitably inhomogeneous

comprising particles with agglomerated crystallites deviating

from the main HEA phase.

2.4 Mechanical milling approach

Srivastava et al. rst used a mechanical milling and sonication

assisted exfoliation approach to synthesize HEA NPs of

NiFeCrCoCu on graphene.29 This method involves two steps:

rstly, a multimetal-graphite composite was produced by

mechanical milling of graphene rod and metal powders.

Secondly, the composite was subjected to sonication for exfo-

liation to produce multi-metal HEA nanoparticle decorated

graphene. The presence of metal powders within the interlayer

spacing of graphene causes strain, and thus facilitates the

exfoliation process during sonication to form HEA NPs.

However, the HEA NPs synthesized by the mechanical milling

method display a large distribution in the composition. As

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic of the synthesis of HEA composites. (b and c) FESEM images, (d) XRD of quinary MOFs/CC, (e and f) FESEM images, and (g)

XRD spectrum of HEA@N-doped porous carbon on the surface of CC treated at 450 �C. Reproduced from ref. 21 with permission from the Royal

Society of Chemistry.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19410–19438 | 19413
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shown in Fig. 4, the amount of Ni is the lowest among the ve

component elements in HEA NPs.

2.5 Wet chemical synthesis

Wet chemical synthesis, dealing with chemical reactions in

solution, is one of the most frequently used routes to obtain

high yields of nanostructured materials. This approach

enables ne tuning of the reaction conditions, such as

temperature, pressure, and pH, to achieve precise control over

the morphology and compositions of NPs, and further their

optical, electronic and surface properties. Alloy NPs can be

craed by wet chemical synthesis via co-reduction of metallic

ions.30,31 Recently, alloys with compositions of more than ve

elements have been successfully fabricated under ambient

conditions via an ultrasonication-assisted wet chemistry

method.32 The ultrasonication can lead to the formation,

expansion, and collapse of bubbles in liquid, resulting in

a localized hotspot by the conversion of the kinetic energy of

the liquid motion.33,34 Under ultrasonication irradiation, Dai

et al. successfully synthesized the HEA quinary NPs of

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic diagram of the FMBP setup for the synthesis of HEA NPs. (b) Schematic diagrams for the synthesis of homogeneous and

phase-separated HEA NPs by FMBP and fast bed pyrolysis (FBP) strategies, respectively. (c) The simulation of the time required for precursors/GO

to reach 923 K in the FMBP process. The images in the center show the metal precursors/GO in the quartz boat. (d) HAADF-STEM images for the

denary (MnCoNiCuRhPdSnIrPtAu) HEA-NPs highly dispersed on GO synthesized by the FMBP strategy; scale bar, 10 nm. (e) The HRSTEM image

for the denary (MnCoNiCuRhPdSnIrPtAu) HEA-NPs (inset: Fourier transform analysis for the denary (MnCoNiCuRhPdSnIrPtAu) HEA-NPs); scale

bar, 0.5 nm. (f) Elemental maps for the denary (MnCoNiCuRhPdSnIrPtAu) HEA-NPs. Scale bar, 10 nm. Reproduced from ref. 24 with permission

from Springer Nature.
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Fig. 4 Histogram distribution of Fe, Cu, Ni, Co, Cr elements in HEA NPs synthesized by the mechanical milling technique. Reproduced from ref.

29 with permission from Springer Nature.

Fig. 5 (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of PtAuPdRhRu supported on XC-72 carbon and its application in HERs. (b) STEM image of

PtAuPdRhRu/XC-72 carbon. (c) XRD patterns of PtAuPdRhRu/carbon synthesized by an ultrasonication-assisted wet chemistry method under

different conditions. Reproduced from ref. 32 with permission from John Wiley and Sons.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19410–19438 | 19415
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PtAuPdRhRu with diameters of less than 3 nm by co-reduction

of their corresponding cations at room temperature with

ethylene glycol as both the reductant and solvent.32 The HEA-

NPs/carbon produced by the ultrasonication-assisted wet

chemistry method displays a two-phase microstructure of

FCC (Fig. 5).32

Notably, the synthesis of HEA NPs by the chemical reduction

strategy is challenging, particularly, when the redox potentials

Fig. 6 (a and b) TEM images of the dealloyed senary AlNiCuPtPdAu at different magnifications. (c) Dark-field STEM image, (d) the corresponding

SAED image and (e) STEM-EDS mapping of AlNiCuPtPdAu. The inset of (b) shows the lattice fringe of the ligaments and the formed thin oxide

layer. Reproduced from ref. 38 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Table 1 Synthetic strategies of HEA NPs

Strategy Driving force

Experimental

conditions Elements Structure

Substrate

applicability

Duration

time

Elemental

distribution Ref.

Carbothermal

shock

Electrically triggered

Joule heating

2000 K, argon Pt, Pd, Co, Ni, Fe, Au, Cu,

Sn

FCC, NPs Carbon

substrates

55 ms Good 18

Electrosynthesis Electro-shock RT, air Pt, La, Co, Cr, Cu, Gd, In,
Mn, Ni, V

Amorphous,
NPs

Graphite 100 ms Good 6

Moving bed

pyrolysis

Pyrolysis 923 K, argon Pt, Au, Ir, Sn, Pd, Rh, Cu,

Ni, Co, Mn

FCC, NPs Carbon, Al2O3,

zeolite

5 s Good 24

Solvothermal
pyrolysis

Pyrolysis 700 K, argon Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu FCC, NPs Carbon cloth >5 h Poor 21

Mechanical

milling

Mechanical force RT, air Ni, Cr, Co, Cu, Fe FCC, NPs Graphene >80 h Poor 29

Wet chemistry Ultrasonication &
reduction

973 K, nitrogen Pt, Au, Pd, Rh, Ru FCC, NPs Carbon >5 h Poor 32

Liquid metal

dealloying

Heat & chemical

reaction

>873 K, argon Al, Ni, Cu, Pt, Pd, Au, Co,

Fe, Mo

FCC,

nanoporous

W/O >5 h Poor 38

Reaction sputter
deposition

Magnetron sputtering 5 � 10�6 torr Pt, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Ag FCC, NPs Gas diffusion
electrodes

>25 h Poor 40

Pulsed laser

ablation

Pulsed laser RT, air Co, Cr, Fe, Ni, Mn FCC, NPs W/O �ms Good 44

19416 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19410–19438 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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of individual components differ substantially. It is prone to

yielding alloy NPs with severe phase separation.

2.6 Liquid metal dealloying

Liquid metal dealloying is a general and scalable strategy to

prepare ultrane nano-porous HEAs with enhanced surface

areas and uniform pore structures.35,36 In a typical process, HEA

nano-structures are prepared by rstly melting pure metals in

a furnace in an inert atmosphere. Then the liquid metal is spun

to prepare the alloy ribbons, followed by chemical dealloying in

an alkaline aqueous solution under sonication. Noble metals

such as Ir, Pt, Au, Rh, and Ru are easily obtained by dealloying,

whereas some transition metals such as Co, Fe, Ni, Cr, and Mn

are prone to oxidation during dealloying.37 Thus, the overall

atomic ratio of the active transition metals should be low when

using the dealloying strategy to prepare nano-porous HEAs.

It has been proven that nano-porous HEAs prepared by the

dealloying technique (see Fig. 6) are stable under both anneal-

ing and electrochemical cycling conditions due to a thin

conformal oxide coating.38,39 Moreover, such a coating improves

the catalytic activity of CO oxidation by increasing the efficiency

of O2 dissociation which is the rate-limiting step for CO oxida-

tion. Nevertheless, the liquid metal dealloying process for the

preparation of the precursor alloy is a high-cost technique due

to the requirement of high temperature and an inert

atmosphere.

2.7 Reactive sputter deposition

The reactive sputtering process is used to deposit crystalline

multi-element lm with controlled reactive magnetron sputter

deposition. The technique is based on ion bombardment of the

target material to generate vapor via a physical process. The

deposition condition is critical to control the grain size, orien-

tation and nanostructures of multi-element lms. Therefore, it

is feasible to employ the sputter deposition to create HEA NPs

for catalytic studies.40 Craing Pt50Fe11Co10Ni11Cu10Ag8 HEA

NPs on noncatalyzed gas diffusion electrodes by the sputter

process has been reported.40 Crystalline FCC phases were

conrmed by XRD analysis, indicating that annealing treatment

is not required to form the solid-solution phase of the HEA NPs.

With a calculated deposition rate of 5.2 nm min�1, the sput-

tering process leads to a distinct morphological evolution

during the preparation of a thin layer of HEAs. Increase of the

sputtering time coarsened the NPs with larger nodules on the

surface. The Pt50Fe11Co10Ni11Cu10Ag8 demonstrated better

catalytic ability and stability than the pure Pt in the catalytic

reaction of methanol oxidation.40

A major drawback of reactive sputtering is its complexity.

Some fundamental aspects of the process have not been eluci-

dated yet, which makes it difficult to understand the properties

of the obtained HEA NPs as a function of the deposition

conditions.

2.8 Pulsed laser ablation

Pulsed laser ablation (PLA) from a solid target emerged as

a “green” alternative physical route for a scalable nano-

fabrication.41 A focused laser used in this technique can induce

photothermal effect that rapidly generates a conned high-

temperature eld at a specic area. It has proven useful for

making single nanoparticles42 and even binary alloys.43 Gokce

et al. used the PLA method to synthesize CoCrFeNiMn HEA NPs

by irradiating a picosecond pulsed laser on the surface of an

Fig. 7 (a) DSmix as a function of the number of principal components for equimolar alloys. (b) Alloy definitions based on configurational entropy.

(c) Structural illustration for the FCC, BCC and HCP phases of HEAs. Reproduced from ref. 51 with permission from Frontiers.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19410–19438 | 19417
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original ablation target in ethanol solution.44 Although this is an

impressive demonstration of synthetic capabilities, corre-

sponding targets are usually required to fabricate the NPs,

which greatly limits the technique extension and application.

Furthermore, the conventional “planar” geometry of the targets

may slow down or stop the nanofabrication process since the

laser intensity on the target surface would be gradually weak-

ened with the continuous production of NPs in the system,45

leading to uneven diameter distribution and uncontrolled

growth of nanoclusters.

Based on the above discussion, we summarize each synthetic

strategy in Table 1, including the driving force, experimental

Fig. 8 (a) HEA catalysts preventing a large miscibility gap which presents in conventional binary alloys. (b) Schematic illustration of the rate-

limiting factors in NH3 decomposition, labeled with dash lines in the lower panel. On a Co-rich surface (left), the rate is limited by activation or

dehydrogenation of NH3; on a Mo-rich surface (right), the rate is limited by the recombinative desorption of *N; the balance for these two steps is

reached on an intermediate composition with uniform distribution of Co and Mo atoms. Reproduced from ref. 56 with permission from Springer

Nature.
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conditions, elements contained in HEAs, crystal phase and

morphology, substrate applicability, duration time and

elemental distribution. Most of the current methods require

rigorous conditions including low pressure, temperature and

inert atmospheric protection. Under such experimental condi-

tions, HEA NPs are only immobilized on limited thermally

resistant substrates (e.g. carbon, g-Al2O3, zeolite) rather than

thermally sensitive ones (e.g.metal foam, glass, polymer, which

are oen used in many applications). While some synthesis

methods, such as electrosynthesis and pulsed laser ablation,

yield HEAs under mild conditions, they either require targets

with the same composition as the HEA NPs, or only cra

amorphous NPs, narrowing the varieties of HEAs. On the other

hand, it is clearly found that HEAs with good elemental

distribution are generally synthesized in a short period of time,

even microseconds. It is understandable that the high mixing

entropy property of HEAs contributes to solid solution forma-

tion at high temperatures due to TDSmix. In the slow cooling

process, segregation or precipitation of the second phase may

occur due to decreased TDSmix, thus forming heterogeneous

microstructures. A faster cooling rate can suppress the forma-

tion of secondary phases, and tend to create single-phase HEAs

with good elemental distribution.

3. Core effects of HEAs

Themulti-elemental character of HEAs leads to some important

effects that are much less pronounced in conventional alloys.46

Among these, four core effects including high entropy, cocktail,

sluggish diffusion and lattice distortion are more basic.47 This

section will briey introduce the core effects as well as their

impact on the catalytic properties of HEAs.

3.1 High entropy effect

Based on Boltzmann's hypothesis, the congurational mixing

entropy (DSmix) can be expressed as:48

DSmix ¼ �R

Xn

i¼1

ci ln ci

where n is the number of principal elements, R is the gas

constant, and ci is the mole fraction of component i. The rela-

tionship between the DSmix value and the number of principal

elements mixed in equimolar ratio is shown in Fig. 7a and b. In

a broad sense, 1.5R is used as a border line between HEAs and

medium-entropy alloys.49 Since the growth rate of DSmix slows

down aer a 9-element alloy, HEAs with 5 to 9 components are

suggested in practical application.49,50 More components will

not benet from high entropy but increase the material

complexity.

The characteristic of high mixing entropy enhances the

mutual solubility among elements and facilitates the formation

of simple FCC, BCC or HCP solid solution phases within HEAs

during solidication (Fig. 7c).50 Cantor et al. manufactured

Fig. 9 The altered properties of HEAs as compared to the corresponding pure metals. A proposed scheme for the DOS redistribution of the Ni

and Cr 3d bands occurring upon formation of the AlCoCrCuFeNi HEA. Reproduced from ref. 65 with permission from Elsevier.

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of the variation of low-potential energy

and mean difference (MD) during the migration of a Ni atom in

different matrices. The MD for puremetals is 0, whereas that for HEA is

the largest.67 Reproduced from ref. 67 with permission from Elsevier.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19410–19438 | 19419
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transition-metal-rich HEAs with six to nine components (the

same ve elements of Fe, Co, Ni, Cr, andMn together with other

elements such as Cu, Ti, Nb, Ni, Mo, Ta and Ge) in equal atomic

ratio, which also forms a single FCC solid solution.52

In principle, HEAs with a solid solution phase have many

merits that can justify them as great potential catalysts. Firstly,

they can be produced with wide composition ranges not avail-

able in the crystalline form, permitting the ne tuning of their

electronic properties to meet catalytic reaction demands.53

Under the denition of HEAs which consist of more than ve

elements, we can obtain a total of 7099 possibilities for

designing equal-mole HEA systems at an arbitrary choice of

a group of 13 metallic elements.49 Unequal-mole HEAs may also

be designed with minor alloying elements like AlCo0.5-

CrCuFe1.5Ni1.2B0.1C0.15 for further modication of the micro-

structure and electronic properties. As a result, HEAs offer

researchers even more room for design in terms of their

composition and electronic properties than traditional alloys.

Secondly, the isotropic and homogeneous characters of the

alloys allow the active sites in a chemically identical environ-

ment. For HEAs, their single-phase character and lack of surface

segregation of the alloying elements ensure that the catalytically

active species are dispersed uniformly, which would benet the

development of the HEA catalysts with high and exclusive

selectivity.54 Thirdly, the high entropy effect has been consid-

ered to be the main reason for the stability of HEAs. The

increase of the number of components signicantly increases

the congurational entropy, and leads to phase stability via

a decrease of the Gibbs free energy.3 It has been reported that

the HCP phase of HEA catalysts (IrOsReRhRu) is still retained

aer heat treatment up to 1500 K and compression to 45 GPa,

achieving a record temperature and pressure stability for

a single-phase HEA.55 Due to the large difference in compress-

ibility between Os and other metals, the HEA has higher

thermal expansion and lower bulk modulus in comparison with

the pure metals in the compositions.55 In the electrocatalytic

oxidation of methanol, the simple-phase character and the high

mixing entropy of the elements in HEAs ensure that the active

sites are in a uniform dispersion in a homogeneously chemical

environment, thus showing pronounced electrocatalytic

activity.55 In the nanostructures of HEA-CoMoFeNiCu, the ve

principal components are initially randomly assigned to each

lattice site, forming a simple FCC phase. Such a solute–solution

mixing phase prevents a large miscibility gap which presents in

a bimetallic Co–Mo alloy.56 As shown in Fig. 8, the randomly

mixing surface with uniform distribution of Co and Mo sites

optimizes both the dehydrogenation of NH3 molecules and the

desorption of the product N2 from the HEA surface in the

catalytic decomposition reaction of NH3.
56

3.2 Cocktail effect

HEAs can be considered as composite materials at the atomic

scale due to their multi-elemental character. Their properties

are certainly related to not only the properties of the individual

composing principal elements, but the interaction among the

elements. In other words, some unexpected properties may be

obtained aer mixing many elements, which would not mani-

fest using any one independent element. For example, although

Al is a so and low-melting-point element, the addition of Al

Fig. 11 The DFT simulation results of (a) the pristine lattice with an ideal FCC structure and (b) the distorted lattice of the CoCrFeNi alloy.

Reproduced from ref. 68 with permission from Frontiers. (c) Schematic of the advantages of the lattice-distortion alloys for bifunctional oxygen

electrocatalysts.69 Reproduced from ref. 69 with permission from Elsevier.
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can dramatically harden CoCrCuNiAl HEAs due to the forma-

tion of a hard BCC phase as well as the stronger cohesive

bonding between Al and other elements.3,57,58 This phenomenon

is called the “cocktail effect”, which was rst mentioned by

Ranganathan59 and then conrmed via the mechanical

properties.60–62

The multi-metallic cocktail effect can optimize the electronic

structures of catalysts. In HEA systems containing Ni and Pd,

the electron transfer from Ni to Pd could occur due to the

smaller electronegativity of Ni than Pd, which can decrease the

Pd–CO binding energy and enhance the catalytic oxidation of

methanol molecules.63 Moreover, the electronic states of metal

atoms are altered by alloying with the d-band center of Pd

shiing down and the d-band center of Ni shiing up,

Table 2 Catalytic applications of HEAs and the mechanisms for the improved performance

HEAs Phase

Synthetic

method Reaction Mechanisms for improved performance Ref.

PtFeCoNiCuAg FCC Sputter Electrocatalytic methanol

oxidation

Not mentioned 70

PtNiCoCuFe Not
mentioned

Electrosynthesis Electrocatalytic methanol
oxidation

Resistance to the poisoning of carbonaceous species 71

IrOsReRhRu HCP Pyrolysis Electrocatalytic methanol

oxidation

Not mentioned 55

NiNbPtSnRu Amorphous Mechanical
milling

Electrocatalytic methanol and
CO oxidation

Lower rate of poisoning 72

PtRuCoOsIr FCC + HCP Dealloying Electrocatalytic methanol

oxidation and the ORR

The downshi of the Pt d-band weakens the O–O bond 73

AlCoCrTiZn BCC Mechanical

milling

Catalytic degradation of azo-

dyes

Lattice distortion and residual stress lead to a low activation

energy barrier

74

AlCrFeMnTi FCC + BCC Mechanical

milling

Catalytic degradation of azo-

dyes

The presence of plenty of nano-galvanic cells among the

principal elements

75

AuAgPtPdCu FCC Mechanical

milling

Electrocatalytic CO2 reduction Destabilization of *OCH3 intermediates and the strong

stabilization of *O intermediates

9

NiFeMoCoCr FCC or FCC

+ m

Arc-melting Electrocatalytic HER High coordination numbers of single-phase FCC promote

the hydrogen adsorption

66

FeCoPdIrPt FCC Moving bed

pyrolysis

Electrocatalytic HER The downshi of Pt antibonding states facilitates hydrogen

species desorption

24

IrPdPtRhRu FCC Polyol method Electrocatalytic HER Deeper d-band centre locations (between Ir and Pt) 76

MnFeCoNiCu FCC Solvothermal-
pyrolysis

Electrocatalytic OER The presence of lattice defects contributes to the catalytic
activity

21

AlNiCoFeX (X ¼

Mo, Nb, Cr)

FCC Top-down

synthesis

Electrocatalytic OER X atoms prefer high formal oxidation states, facilitating

proton migration to O at Ni/Co sites

77

CoFeLaNiPt Amorphous Electrosynthesis Electrocatalytic HER and OER Synergism between Pt and the other elemental components

on the atomic scale

6

PtAuPdRhRu FCC Wet chemistry Electrocatalytic HER and OER High-entropy at the nanoscale and strong synergistic effects

between active metals

32

AlNiCoIrMo FCC Dealloying Electrocatalytic HER and OER The increased covalency of Ir–O bonds by alloying 36

CrMnFeCoNiNb Not

mentioned

Sputter Electrocatalytic ORR Solid solution phase with altered properties overcomes the

limitations of the single elements

78

AlCuNiPtMn FCC Dealloying Electrocatalytic ORR The best electronic modulation for the Pt surface through
surface strain and/or ligand effects

79

PtPdFeCoNi FCC Carbothermal

shock

Electrocatalytic ORR Rapid electrochemical screening is demonstrated by using

a scanning droplet cell

80

Hollow

RuIrFeCoNi

FCC Droplet-to-

particle

As the cathode catalyst for Li–

O2 batteries

Maximizing the material usage efficiency by tuning the HEA

shell thickness

2

FeCoNiCuMo FCC Carbothermal

shock

Thermocatalytic NH3

decomposition

Tunable surface adsorption properties by varying the Co/Mo

ratio

56

RuRhCoNiIr FCC Carbothermal

shock

Thermocatalytic NH3

decomposition

A synergistic effect from multiple elements, ultrane size,

and homogeneous structure

1

PtPdRhRuCe FCC Carbothermal

shock

Thermocatalytic NH3 oxidation Homogeneous nature of the solid-solution NPs 18

Fig. 12 Phase transformation during the solidification of an HEA.
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promoting the electrocatalytic activity of Pd towards methanol/

ethanol oxidation and enhancing the adsorption of adsorbates

on the Ni sites.64 The cocktail effect can also alter the charge

transfer and chemical ordering of HEAs, as shown in Fig. 9. In

an AlCoCrCuFeNi HEA, the occupied and empty Ni 3d states

shi away from the Fermi level, whereas the Cr 3d empty states

shi towards the Fermi level, compared to the corresponding

pure metals.65 The charge transfer between the elements in

HEAs is negligible due to the compensation of the 3d state

occupancy change by the redistribution of delocalized 4s and 4p

states of the transition metals.65 These properties play impor-

tant roles in the optimization of the adsorption energy of HEAs

during catalytic reactions.

In a word, the cocktail effect in HEAs is generally considered

as a complex synergetic mechanism that is responsible for the

outstanding catalytic performance of HEAs. The synergistic

interactions of the multi-element compositions in HEAs have

resulted in a huge divergence of the properties as compared to

atoms in single-element metals. But the remarkable thing is

that the mechanism of action of such multi-component synergy

in HEAs remains largely unknown. The underlying synergistic

mechanisms from the view point of lattice distance and electron

distribution should be further explored.

3.3 Sluggish diffusion effect

Diffusion refers to the phenomenon wherein atoms vibrating at

the lattice equilibrium absorb energy at high temperatures and

migrate away from their original positions. In phase trans-

formations controlled by diffusion, the formation of a new

phase usually requires the cooperative diffusion of elements to

attain the equilibrium partition among the phases. Each prin-

cipal component in HEAs usually presents a highly chaotic state

due to the high entropy of the mixing effect. The principal

atoms in HEAs can be regarded as either solute or solvent

atoms, which increase the resistance of atomic diffusion and

reduce the atomic diffusion rate. The phase separation is

Fig. 13 Three substitution effects in alloys: strain, ligand and ensemble effects.
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inhibited, and the nucleation and growth of new phases are

suppressed. This phenomenon is known as the sluggish diffu-

sion effect on the kinetics of HEAs.

The sluggish diffusion effect of HEAs can suppress the

degradation caused by the coarsening of nanostructured HEA

catalysts.35,66 Despite the poor corrosion resistance of pure

Fig. 14 The effect of (a and c) tensile and (b and d) compression strain on the position of the d band in early transition metals and late transition

metals.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19410–19438 | 19423
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transition metals in strong acid or alkali solution, the high

entropy alloy Ni20Fe20Mo10Co35Cr15 composed of such elements

showed high corrosion resistance in both acidic and basic

electrolytes for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).66 The

reasons for the sluggish diffusion effect of HEAs are still

controversial. Most of the researchers hold the view that

multiple components are responsible for the sluggish diffusion

due to low lattice-potential-energy sites provided by small

atoms.35,67 HEAs with multiple principal elements have larger

uctuations in lattice potential energy than pure metals or

traditional alloys (Fig. 10). Many low lattice-potential-energy

sites always serve as atomic traps and blocks.67 Thus, if an

atom jumps to a low-local-potential state, it would have a low

possibility to jump out. In contrast, if an atom jumps to a high-

local-potential state, it would have a high chance to hop back to

the initial site. Both cases can hinder atomic diffusion and

particle coarsening due to the increased energy barrier and

activation energy for diffusion. Meanwhile, some other

researchers think that certain elements, such as Mn in CoCr-

FeMnNi alloy, produce a deep potential wall and thus cause

a sluggish effect.67 Therefore, a thorough study should be per-

formed to clarify the origins of the sluggish diffusion effect of

HEAs, which in turn helps researchers better design the overall

architecture of high-performance HEA catalysts.

3.4 Lattice distortion effect

HEAs are composed of various elements with different sizes,

leading to the lattice distortion effect (Fig. 11a and b).68 Larger

atoms tend to push away their neighbors to occupy more space,

whereas small ones are distributed in extra space. The large

atoms lead to compression, whereas small ones result in

tension strain in the lattice. The bonding energy between atoms

is another factor that causes the lattice distortion. Stronger

bonds are prone to have smaller bonding distances than weaker

bonds. The lattice distortion effect in HEAs is claimed to be

more severe than in conventional alloys. If the differences in the

properties and structures of the principal elements are large

enough, the distortion of the material system will be too severe

to maintain the original stable lattice, and the collapse will

occur to form an amorphous structure. The lattice distortion

effect can affect the mechanical, chemical and physical prop-

erties of HEAs.

It was reported that the lattice distortion in an Fe-enriched

alloy promoted a higher density of active electrons around the

Fermi level (Fig. 11c).69 The higher density of activated electrons

results in faster electron transfer. In contrast, the electron

transfer in alloys with a pristine lattice is quite limited due to

the absence of activated electrons. Thus, the alloys with lattice

Fig. 15 (a) The ligand effect of HEAs and the d-band center shift. The green balls represent noble metal atoms. The orange, purple, blue and

yellow balls represent non-noble metal atoms. (b) Changes in the d-band centers for monolayer overlayer on transition metal substrates.

Reproduced from ref. 125 with permission from Elsevier.
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distortion showed improved catalytic performance than alloys

with a pristine lattice in catalysis, such as the oxygen evolution

reaction (OER) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).69 More-

over, some metastable structures (namely fragmented domains

such as short-range order, critical defects, amorphous struc-

tures, etc.) may form to accommodate the lattice distortion

effect during the preparation of HEAs.1 Such metastable

microstructures are believed to play a key role in enhancing the

catalytic performance of HEAs. Lattice distortion can also

induce a residual strain eld with atomic scale uctuation, shi

the d-band center of catalysts and ultimately affect the catalytic

selectivity. The effects of these microstructures and strain on

the catalytic performance of HEA catalysts are discussed in

detail in Section 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

In brief, the high-entropy effect simplies the microstruc-

tures of HEAs to form simple solid solution phases, leading to

the homogeneous distribution of active site congurations in

catalysis. The cocktail effect causes a synthetic effect on prop-

erties, wherein the interactions among the different elements

may optimize the adsorption energy of the intermediates,

thereby enhancing the catalytic activity. The sluggish diffusion

effect increases the activation energy and reduces the coars-

ening kinetics in the grain growth process. It enhances the

thermal and chemical stability of HEAs in catalysis. The lattice

distortion effect has a great impact on the physical and chem-

ical properties of HEAs, which oen results in severe strain due

to the atomic size mismatch. Such a strain potentially shis the

d-band center of alloys, and affects the binding modes of

intermediates as well as the catalytic selectivity. Moreover, some

possible metastable microstructures in the solid-state solution

phase of HEAs may form during the preparation process due to

the lattice distortion effect, which holds promise for providing

a variety of active sites in catalysis.

Fig. 16 Schematic of atomic positions grouped by layer and distance from the binding site on an FCC (111) surface microstructure for (a) on-top

adsorption on Pt and (b) fcc hollow site adsorption on IrPdPt. The fourth layer contains zones 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D and has an identical layout to the

first layer. (c) Overview of the regression coefficients of the least squares fits for each element by zone. The atoms with direct coordination (i.e.,

zones 1A and 2A) to the binding atoms have a large effect on the binding energy of the intermediate. Zone 3B has a similar sized impact on the

binding energy to the neighbors in zone 2A. Reproduced from ref. 126 with permission from John Wiley and Sons.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19410–19438 | 19425
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4. Core effect-induced properties for
highly efficient HEA catalysts

The four core effects, discussed in Chapter 3, play crucial roles

in determining the properties of HEAs such as metastable

microstructures, strain, ligand and ensemble effects, d-band

center, and adsorption energy. Microstructures of HEAs (e.g.

amorphous/intermetallic precipitates, short-range orders,

vacancies, grain boundaries) induce strain, ligand and

ensemble effects which then affect the position of the catalyst d-

band center. The d-band shi has a signicant impact on the

optimization of the adsorption energy of the reactants, which is

responsible for the high catalytic activity of various reactions.

To date, HEA catalysts have been involved in reactions

including electrocatalysis (i.e. methanol and CO oxidation, CO2

reduction, HER, OER and ORR), thermocatalysis (i.e. NH3

decomposition and NH3 oxidation), and catalytic degradation of

azo-dyes at room temperature. These catalytic applications of

HEAs and the mechanisms for the improved performance have

been summarized in Table 2. This chapter mainly discusses the

relationship between these properties of HEAs in detail as well

as their impacts on the catalytic performance of catalysts in

these reactions.

4.1 Metastable microstructures

It should be claried that mixing entropy is generally compared

in the random solid-solution state or liquid solution. Compared

with conventional alloys, HEAs have high mixing entropies in

these states. The solidication process determines the micro-

structure formation of HEAs. Fig. 12 shows the phase trans-

formation during the solidication of an HEA.49 The high

mixing entropy effect of HEAs facilitates the formation of the

solid solution phase at high temperature due to TDSmix. During

subsequent cooling, segregation or precipitation of the second

phase may occur because mixing entropy becomes less impor-

tant. However, the sluggish diffusion effect of HEAs leads to the

production of ne microstructures. A faster cooling rate can

suppress the precipitation of the second phase to form the

solid-solution or amorphous phase, whereas a slower cooling

rate would create intermetallic phases. Because the high

congurational entropy effect is oen insufficient to fully

stabilize a single-phase solid solution in the presence of lattice

Fig. 17 (a) Scheme of active site distribution within one adsorption peak. (b) Visualized intrinsic current response in the kinetic region of these

grouped active sites, considering their activity as well as the intensity. (c) Scheme of correlations between a complex solid solution (CSS) NP

structure, its effect on the adsorption energy distribution pattern, and the respective electrochemical response in the kinetic region. Reproduced

from ref. 132 with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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strain enthalpies or structural mismatch of components,

metastable microstructures, such as amorphous/intermetallic

precipitates, short-range orders, vacancies, and grain bound-

aries, are inevitably formed during the preparation of HEAs.81,82

These ne metastable microstructures disrupt the local chem-

istry and cause heterogeneity in HEAs. The types and density of

the microstructures are closely related to the synthetic

techniques.

An interesting issue arises regarding the functions of the

metastable microstructures in catalytic reactions. Alloys with

these microstructures have coordinatively unsaturated sites

which are essential for the bonding and activation of the reac-

tants. HEAs have a high concentration of coordinatively unsat-

urated metal centers (active sites), which makes adsorption83

and surface reactions84 easier than on the corresponding crys-

talline catalysts. Although the effect of such microstructures on

the catalytic properties of HEAs has not yet been reported in the

literature, their functions in traditional metal/alloy-based cata-

lysts have been demonstrated in detail.85–87 It has been reported

that the presence of unsaturated Ni(II) binding sites in a nano-

Fig. 18 (a) Schematic of the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 on the surface of a AuAgPtPdCu HEA. (b) X-ray diffraction (XRD), (c) transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) bright-field image, and (d) high-resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (HR-STEM) image of

AuAgPtPdCu HEAs; the inset of (c) shows a highmagnification image of a single AuAgPtPdCu HEA nanoparticle. (e) Chemical homogeneity of Au,

Ag, Pt, Pd, and Cu. (f) Optimized structure of the special quasi-random structure of the AuAgPtPdCu HEA. (g) Free-energy diagram of CO2

reduction reaction on the AuAgPtPdCu surface. The inset shows the optimized structures of the intermediates on the HEA surface. Gray, green,

pink, yellow, blue, brown, red, and orange spheres represent Pt, Pd, Ag, Au, Cu, C, O, and H atoms, respectively. Reproduced from ref. 9 with

permission from the American Chemical Society.
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porous hybrid material signicantly improved hydrogen sorp-

tion quantity compared with that of similar materials without

unsaturated metals sites.83 A silver catalyst with stacking faults

(defects) and a low coordination number showed superior

activity of the hydrogen evolution reaction that outperforms

commercial platinum on carbon which is usually considered as

the best catalyst.88 These sites make the adsorption and surface

reactions of catalytic intermediates easier than conventional

crystalline catalysts, ensuring a high catalytic activity. Catalytic

doping of alloys is an effective avenue to improve the hydrogen-

storage property of MgH2. Compared with crystalline HEAs,

amorphous counterparts exhibited better kinetics and lower

activation energies during MgH2 catalysis due to a more

uniform distribution of highly rened nanostructures in the

amorphous phase.77 The amorphous alloy catalysts become

brittle by absorbing hydrogen, which is benecial to the

formation of rened nanostructures. Consequently, the pres-

ence of an amorphous HEA catalyst with the rened nano-

structures accelerates hydrogen diffusion in the Mg/MgH2

matrix, thus enhancing the hydrogen storage properties of

MgH2. In addition, as the metastable structures are nonporous,

the surface reaction would not be affected by diffusion limita-

tions, which is oen a problem in traditional heterogeneous

catalysis.89 All these features make HEAs with metastable

microstructures attractive in heterogeneous catalysis.

4.2 Relationships of strain, ligand and ensemble effects with

the d-band of HEAs

The presence of the metastable microstructures can affect the

lattice constant (strain effect), spatial arrangement of different

elements (ligand effect), and alloy geometries (coordination

effect).90 These three effects are considered to tune alloy surface

properties and play signicant roles in the improvement of

catalyst activity. As shown in Fig. 13, the strain effect depends

on the size of the substituted atom, the ligand effect relies on

the nature of the substitution, and the ensemble effect is related

to the coordination environment of atoms. This section

describes the three effects in detail, and their relationships with

the HEA d-band are also discussed.

4.2.1 The strain effect and d-band center. The strain effect

in alloys is more pronounced for atoms with different radii,

where phase segregation may occur and one phase stretches or

compresses the neighbors to induce tensile or compressive

strain. Such strains can lead to the d-band center shi, thus

perturbing the adsorption energies of intermediates during

catalytic reactions. Structurally, each atom in HEA solid solu-

tions is surrounded by different metal atoms, and each prin-

cipal component has the same probability of distribution in the

crystal lattice sites of the phases. In the FCC and BCC phases,

different principal elements tend to occupy different sets of

lattice sites. The displacement at each lattice site depends on

the discrepancies in atomic size, chemical properties and

Fig. 19 (a) Current density as a function of hydrogen adsorption energy.134 Reproduced from ref. 134 with permission from the American

Chemical Society. (b) Electrocatalytic O2 and H2 evaluation of a CoFeLaNiPt HEMG-NP (High-Entropy Metallic Glasses-nanoparticle) electro-

catalyst. Each material was loaded onto the HOPG (highly oriented pyrolytic graphite) substrate. Reproduced from ref. 6 with permission from

Springer Nature.
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structural characteristics of atoms in HEAs. These lattice

distortions are claimed to create surface strains that can be

calculated and analyzed statistically.50,91

The mechanical behavior of catalysts is one of the most

important factors for the reliable and efficient catalytic reac-

tions, and understanding the role of surface strain in tuning the

reaction is critical for catalyst design.92–97 For instance, as-

exfoliated monolayered WS2 nanosheets exhibited enhanced

electrocatalytic activity for hydrogen evolution due to the high

concentration of the strained metallic 1T phase.98 In principle,

strain modies the physical/chemical properties of catalyst

surfaces by changing the average energy of the d band.99 The

width of the surface d band was found to be proportional to the

interatomic matrix element that describes bonding interac-

tions. Themist strain changes the width of the d band through

changes in the d-orbital interactions between the d orbitals of

a metal atom and the d orbitals of its nearest neighbors that are

quite sensitive to interatomic spacing.100 As a consequence of

the d width change, the average energy of the d band (the d-

band center) moves down or up relative to the Fermi energy

in order to maintain a constant d-band lling, resulting in

modications of the strained surface properties. On the basis of

the theoretical simulations, the d-band center of catalysts play

an important role in their catalytic activity because the d-orbital

electrons determine both bond formation and breaking of the

intermediate species.101,102 According to the d-band model,103

the position of the d-band center determines the adsorption

energies and activation energy barriers. The shi of the d-band

center inuences the bonding and anti-bonding states of

adsorbates and reactants on the alloy catalyst surface, and

further determines the activity and selectivity of catalytic reac-

tions.104 To achieve optimal catalytic activity, the d-band center

must not be too close or too far from the Fermi level. Notably,

the shi trend of the d-band center is reverse for late transition

metals (LTMs, for which the d bands are more than half lled)

and early transition metals (ETMs) with a less than half-lled

d band. Fig. 14 shows the inuence of tensile strain on the

position of the d band in ETMs and LTMs.105 ETMs exhibited

lower adsorption energies under tensile strain because the

expanded lattice reduced the overlap of the wavefunctions and

therefore narrowed the metal d band, in contrast to what is

observed in LTMs.105,106 The band narrowing results in an

increased population of the d band of LTMs, upshiing the d-

band center to preserve the degree of d-band lling. Yan et al.

proved that the inuence of externally applied elastic strain on

the catalytic activity of metal lms in the hydrogen evolution

Fig. 20 Trends in ORR activity as a function of (a) the O adsorption energy or (b) both the O and the OH binding energy. Reproduced from ref.

136 with permission from the American Chemical Society. (c) Free energy profiles of the ORR steps on the PtCuNiMn and PtCuNi. Adsorption

configurations of the OOH on the (d) PtCuNi and (e) PtCuNiMn models. The colors dark blue, pink, brown, green, red and white represent the

atoms of Pt, Mn, Cu, Ni, O and H, respectively. Reproduced from ref. 79 with permission from Elsevier.
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reaction (HER) is in a controlled and predictable way.107 The

activities of Ni and Pt were accelerated by compression, while

that of Cu was accelerated by tension.107 Pt-based catalysts

exhibited intensive adsorption for catalytic intermediates in the

HER and ORR, which was weakened by introducing compres-

sive strain through interface mismatch or size reduction.108–111 It

has been reported that a surface strain of �2.0% would be the

best for Pt-based alloy catalysts toward the highest ORR

activity.112,113 DFT has proven that a Pt layer with �2.0% strain

would lead to 30 times higher ORR activity than pure Pt.114 In

the experiment, the 3ML-Pt/Pt25Ni75(111) alloy with �1.7%

strain (close to the best strain of �0.2% in theoretical predic-

tions) displayed enhanced activities for the ORR, consistent

with the theoretical results.83 For the FeCoPdIrPt system in the

HER,24 Fe, Co and Pd could downshi the d-band center of Pt,

and more electrons could occupy the antibonding states, facil-

itating the desorption of hydrogen species to produce more

hydrogen than the commercial Pt/C catalyst.

Considering that catalytic materials are usually nanoscale

and the absolute magnitude of the induced strain is very small,

strain along a certain direction is dened as (lf � li)/li, where li
and lf represent the atomic bond length in the initial and nal

states, respectively.105 It has been proven that the maximum

catalytic activity required an optimum atomic bond length in

catalysts.115 A larger atomic bond length would cause oxygen

dissociation before the adsorption in ORRs, whereas a smaller

value would generate strong repulsive forces for dual-site

adsorption.115 Furthermore, an optimized surface strain can

contribute to a high HER performance due to the small

hydrogen adsorption Gibbs free energy on the catalytic sites.116

Strain-induced changes in the atomic bond length can be

viewed as the bulk lattice distortions in catalysts.105 For HEAs,

a serious lattice distortion effect gives rise to changes in the

surface strain. The surface strain of HEAs can be tuned by

selecting principal components with different atom radii. A

seven-component FeNiCoSiCrAlTi HEA coating with BCC solid

solution phase was prepared by laser cladding on a low carbon

steel substrate.117 The presence of the small-atomic-radius Si

and large-atomic-radius Al and Ti increased the lattice packing

density and crystal distortion. The segregation of Ti atom

Fig. 21 (a) *OH on-top binding. Orange (1): binding site. Light green (2): surface neighbors are coordinating once to the binding site. Light gray

(3): subsurface neighbors are coordinating once to the binding site. (b) *O FCC hollow site binding. Dark green (4): surface neighbors are

coordinating twice to the binding site. Dark gray (5): subsurface neighbors coordinating twice to the binding site. Distribution of adsorption

energies for (c) Ir20Pd20Pt20Rh20Ru20, (d) Ir10.2Pd32.0Pt9.30Rh19.6Ru28.9, (e) Pd81.7Ru18.3, and (f) Ir17.5Pt82.5 (global maximum activity). A represents

the activity. Reproduced from ref. 141 with permission from Elsevier.
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caused the different lattice expansion and growth stress

between Ti-depleted polygonal grains and Ti-enriched inter-

dendrites, which can lead to increase of the contraction stress at

their interfaces.117 A higher concentration of Al, which has

a larger atomic radius than Co, Ni, Fe, and Cu elements,

resulted in a larger lattice distortion of Co25Ni25Fe25Al7.5Cu17.5
with transformation of the HEA phase from FCC into a BCC

structure.118–120 This result revealed that the distribution of

random elements with various atomic radii in HEAs can induce

volume contraction or expansion along the specic direction. In

addition, the local lattice distortion can result in the uctuation

of stacking fault (SF) energy.121,122 The SF energy can change the

number of SFs in catalysts, and thus tune their catalytic prop-

erties.16 A high density of SFs in silver NPs caused a low coor-

dination number and high tensile strain, transforming the non-

active Ag into a highly active catalyst towards the HER.116 The

different atomic radii of the principal elements in HEAs can

induce local strain effects due to the variation of SF energy.34

SF–SF intersections produced a local strain eld, leading to

dislocation accumulation and SF formation in order to release

the local strain concentration.34 Based on the above mentioned

analysis, it is expected that HEAs can optimize the surface

strain, surface d-band width and SF density by selecting prin-

cipal components with different atomic radii to achieve high

catalytic activity.123

4.2.2 The ligand effect and d-band center. The ligand effect

arises from the tuning of the surface electronic structure of the

binding metal atom in a different atomic environment. It is

affected by the surrounding metal atoms close to the binding

site. Thus, this effect is considered to be short-range. The subtle

shi of the d-band center can also be induced by the ligand

effect. For example, when alloying non-noble metals such as Fe,

Co, and Ni with Pt or Pd noble metals, the d electrons in the

former tend to transfer to the latter, resulting in the d-band

down-shi of noble metal atoms through the ligand effect due

to the downshi of the Fermi level (Fig. 15).124

Owing to the ligand effect, the reactivity of one metal can be

varied substantially by depositing it on another due to the

adjustment of the d-band. Fig. 15b displays the d-band center

change of a given metal when it is deposited on another metal,

calculated by DFT.125 This helps us to design HEAs with suitable

components for a specic catalytic reaction. For instance, Pt is

generally used as an anode catalyst for PEM fuel cells. However,

the strong binding of CO on the Pt surface leads to poisoning of

the catalyst. Finding a catalyst surface that weakly binds CO is

desirable. As shown in Fig. 15b, a surface with weaker CO bonds

than Pt(111) can be obtained by positioning Pt on top of atoms

such as Ir, Rh, Ru, Cu, Fe, and Co, due to the down-shi of the

Pt d-band.125 Likewise, if a surface with stronger adsorption

energy of intermediates is required, Pt can be put on atoms such

as Ag or Au to up-shi the d-band center.

Fig. 22 (a) Schematic of the in situ gas-cell in air. (b) In situ TEM image sequences of HEA NPs during annealing in air to study the oxidation of

HEA NPs. (c) Exemplary atomic model for an oxidized slab after equilibration. (d) Schematic illustration of the oxidation process of HEA NPs.

Reproduced from ref. 152 with permission from the American Chemical Society.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19410–19438 | 19431
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As lattice strain oen changes the electronic structure of

alloys, the strain effect and the ligand effect are difficult to be

distinguished in practical HEA catalysts. To understand the

contribution of the ligand effect, Rossmeisl et al. have isolated

the electronic ligand effect of the HEA catalyst (IrPdPtRhRu)

from the strain effect by creating an unstrained environment in

DFT to investigate its ORR activity (Fig. 16).126 Aer statistical

analysis of 2000 DFT calculations and subsequent host/guest

calculations, it has been found that selected atoms among the

fourth nearest neighboring positions in the third layer of an

FCC (111) metallic structure have more impact on the bond

strength of an adsorbate in the ORR than any second or third

nearest atomic positions.126 It is found that the ligand effect

affects both the d-band center and d-band shape which corre-

lates closely with the bond strength of the adsorbate.

4.2.3 The ensemble effect. The ensemble effect, namely the

geometric effect, refers to changes in the local chemisorption

properties of an ensemble of atoms in the adsorption site when

the ensemble composition changes. Compared with strain and

ligand effects, the ensemble effect of alloys plays more signi-

cant roles in regulating the catalyst close to the reaction volcano

peak,127 because it can provide a well-tuned specic ensemble

which binds adsorbates with an intermediate strength.

Alloys with distinct atomic ensembles result in different

absorber binding strengths. When Au alloys with Pt as the

catalyst in allyl alcohol hydrogenation, the H atoms are only

adsorbed onto Pt sites.127 Au atoms, which simply act as

a surface diluent, have no impact on the H binding energy. PtAu

catalysts exhibit a linear increase in activity with increasing Pt

ratios.127 However, when Pt atoms are replaced by Pd, H can

interact with both Pd and Au atoms. Thus, the binding energy

strength of H atoms on the Pd–Au atomic surface ensemble can

be tuned to achieve improved hydrogenation activity. The con-

trasting behavior of PtAu and PdAu alloys is because different

effects work in these two systems. The ensemble effect domi-

nates the PtAu system, whereas PdAu alloys exhibit both

ensemble and ligand effects. The ligand effect results in the

direct charge transfer from Au to Pd atoms, leading to the d-

band perturbation. These results provide valuable guidance

for tuning the absorber binding energy by screening suitable

components in HEAs.

Overall, the strain, ligand, ensemble effects and the d-band

perturbation can signicantly affect the adsorption energy of

intermediates in catalytic reactions. The following section

mainly discusses the relationship between the adsorption

energy and catalytic activity of HEA catalysts.

4.3 Adsorption energy

A typical catalytic process usually involves the adsorption of

reactants on catalysts, and chemical bond-breaking/formation

between the catalyst and the reactants to generate activated

intermediates.128 The adsorption energy of the intermediates is

the most important factor that determines the rate and selec-

tivity of products in catalytic reactions because the catalytic

activity is attributed to the interfacial electronic coupling.128,129

According to the Sabatier principle, the measured activities as

a function of the binding strength are plotted in a volcano

curve.94–96,130 It indicates that either too strong or too weak

binding strength to the intermediates causes difficulty in

removing the products or poor adsorption of the reactants,

respectively.97 The binding strength of catalysts is closely related

to their structural properties. It is crucial to design catalysts

with moderate binding strength.131 Compared with the low

intrinsic activity of the binary systems, which is related to the

position of their elements in volcano plots, the HEA catalysts

show enhanced activity due to the broad adsorption energy

distribution easily covering favorable energies.132 The cocktail

effect of HEA catalysts can facilitate hybrid chemical and elec-

tronic interactions between metal components, thus affecting

the adsorption energy of intermediates during catalytic reac-

tions. For example, an alloying metal of Ir0.19Os0.22Re0.21-

Rh0.20Ru0.19 with the HCP phase has been found to weaken the

adsorption of CO in methanol oxidation due to the optimized

electronic structures of the HEA catalyst, making CO easier to be

removed.55 The HEA alloy displayed higher yield and selectivity

of CO in the methanol oxidation reaction than individual

metals.55 Schuhmann et al. discussed the effect of different

adsorption energy distribution patterns on the activity curves of

catalytic reactions by analyzing the experimental activity

curves.132 The number of adsorption peaks is the same as that of

elements in HEAs. Each adsorption peak for HEAs contributes

one exponentially increasing current curve of different activities

governed by the position of the peak maximum regarding

optimal binding energies.132 Fig. 17a illustrates active site

distribution within one adsorption peak. The model is simpli-

ed by reducing the number of active sites to 7. Active site 7 has

the highest activity whereas active site 6 shows the least favor-

able binding energy.132 In Fig. 17b, seven individual curves sum

up to the overall measured curve, the activity of which is gov-

erned by the relative position of the respective peak maximum

regarding optimal binding energies. To achieve high activity,

a good t of the best adsorption peak maximum with the

optimal binding energy is required.132 The position of the peaks

in adsorption energy distribution patterns directly determines

the shape of the catalytic curves. As shown in Fig. 17c, an

overlap of the three most active peaks in the six-element CSS

#6_2 causes difficult separation of all three wave segments in

a catalytic curve.132 In the case of the ve-element CSS #5_2 with

replaced elements, the third most active peak in the adsorption

energy distribution pattern shied towards unfavorable

binding energies, resulting in only two wave segments within

the considered regime. By comparison, the six-element CSS

#6_1 shows the best peak.132 Thus, the change in energy of the

adsorption peaks on replacement or addition of elements is

determined by the inherent properties of the material.

The optimization of adsorption energy has also been found

when a nanocrystalline AuAgPtPdCu HEA was used for the

electrocatalytic reduction of CO2.
9 The faradaic efficiency is near

100% with respect to gaseous products at �0.3 V vs. reversible

hydrogen electrode (RHE) due to a large number of catalytic

sites present randomly on the surface of the HEA NPs, high-

lighting the uniqueness of the HEAs.9 In CO2 reduction, the

conversion of *OCH3 into the *O intermediate, which is an

19432 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19410–19438 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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endoergic reaction, has been considered the rate-determining

step due to the high barrier. DFT calculation, based on the

free-energy calculations of intermediates, demonstrated that

the barrier is much lower for the HEA system (1.35 eV) than for

the pristine Cu(111) (1.95 eV), as shown in Fig. 18.9 The fact that

the CO2 reduction on the HEA NPs over the Cu(111) is ther-

modynamically favored should be attributed to the easier

destabilization of *OCH3 intermediates and the stronger

stabilization of *O intermediates on the HEA surface than the

Cu(111) surface. For stabilization of *O, both Pd11 and Cu7

atoms can bond O atoms on the HEA NP surface.9 Notably,

despite the presence of ve elements in the HEA catalyst, the

electrocatalytic activity is predominantly described by Cu

atoms, and other atoms only provide a synergetic effect.9

Electrochemical HER is a classic two-electron-transfer reac-

tion occurring through the Volmer–Heyrovsky mechanism. This

mechanism involves two steps: Volmer step (H+ + e� + */ H*)

and Heyrovsky step (H+ + e� + H* / 0.5H2 + *). The corre-

sponding free energy changes of the two steps are given by

DGVolmer ¼ EH
ads + DEZPE � TDSH and DGHeyrovsky ¼ �EH

ads
�

(DEZPE � TDSH), where EH
ads is the hydrogen adsorption energy,

DEZPE and DSH are the difference in zero-point energy and the

entropy difference between the adsorbed state and H2, respec-

tively.133 Thus, EH
ads determines the overall HER activity. It has

been found that the catalytic activity shows a volcano trend as

a function of the hydrogen adsorption strength on catalyst sites

(Fig. 19a).134 The activity can be optimized when the adsorption

energy of hydrogen species on catalysts is close to 0 V due to the

balance of adsorption and desorption.97 Although Pt is a high-

activity catalyst for the HER, its scarcity limits its application.

HEAs are expected to decrease the loading of noble metals

without losing their electrocatalytic efficiencies as the cocktail

effect can optimize the adsorption strength of hydrogen. In the

FeCoPdIrPt system, the combination of Co with strong

adsorption and Ir with weak adsorption can moderate the free

energy of H species.24 Pd, despite its poor HER activity, can

modulate the hydrogen binding energy on the Pt surface.97

Thus, the synergic effect of the atoms in the HEA NPs leads to

excellent activity towards the HER.24 In another work, an

amorphous HEA of CoFeLaNiPt has also been found to show

improved electrocatalytic performance compared to the indi-

vidual components during the HER due to the elemental

synergisms between Pt and other components on the atomic

scale (Fig. 19b).6

The ORR in fuel cells usually involves four-proton–electron

transfer to form H2O.
135 During this process, the adsorption

energy of intermediates such as O, OH and OOH on the surface

of catalysts determines the catalytic activity of the ORR. The

activity of metals with strong adsorption of the intermediates is

limited by the proton transfer to the intermediates. For metals

with weak adsorption of the intermediates, oxygen is unstable

on the catalyst surface, thus no transfer of protons and elec-

trons to oxygen occurs. A theoretical volcano-like trend between

the activity and intermediate adsorption energy is also observed

(Fig. 20a and b). Although Pt is near the top of the volcano-like

trend, there still exists an overpotential of ca. 0.4 V for the

ORR.136,137 Pt-based alloys can reduce the overpotential by

optimizing the intermediates' adsorption energy related to the

pure Pt catalyst.138,139 A rst principles study has proven that

transition metals can weaken the adsorption of chemical

species to the Pt, leading to higher ORR activity.140 Fig. 20c

compares the calculated free energies of the steps in the ORR on

CuNiPt and CuNiPtMn HEA surface systems.79 The generation

of the OOH* intermediate is the rate-limiting step of the ORR

on both catalyst surfaces. Compared with CuNiPt, the addition

of Mn in CuNiPtMn modulates the electronic properties of the

catalyst surface, and thus optimizes the binding of OOH

through the cocktail effect, resulting in enhanced activity

(Fig. 20d and e).79 The cocktail effect has also been found to be

applicable to design advanced ORR catalysts without Pt, such as

AlCuNiAgMn, AlCuNiAgMo, and AlCuNiAgCo, which even

outperform the pure Pt catalyst.79 The fact that the cocktail

effect can optimize the adsorption energy of intermediates in

the ORR is also proven by density functional theory (DFT), as

shown in Fig. 21.141 In order to achieve a highly efficient ORR

reaction, *OH and *O intermediates must not be too stable on

the surface of catalysts nor be easily removed. While Pt(111) is

the best crystal surface of pure metal for the ORR, the adsorp-

tion energy of *OH (�0.1 eV) on it is still too strong.136

According to the DFT results, the surface of an HEA catalyst can

offer a near-continuous distribution of adsorption energy due to

the complicated surface congurations.141 Thus, a high-

efficiency ORR can be achieved by tuning the compositions of

the HEA catalyst with optimal adsorption energy close to the

peak of the Sabatier volcano curve.142 The HEA materials

become a design platform for new alloys by increasing sites with

superior catalytic activity to pure Pt(111).

5. Conclusions and perspectives

The emergence of HEA nanomaterials greatly promotes the

development of non-noble-metal catalysts with high effi-

ciency.77,143–146 Due to the four core effects, HEAs can regulate

the electronic and geometric structures to induce strain and d-

band center shi, serving as a platform to construct catalysts

with improved performance. However, the research of HEA

catalysts is still in its early stage, and there still exist many

issues that need to be addressed.

Firstly, scientic theories for the construction of HEAs is

scarce. There are a huge number of possible compositions and

combinations of properties in the HEA eld. Wise element

design strategies for suitable compositions and structures to t

the requirements in heterogeneous catalysis thus become

especially important. The rational design of HEA nanomaterials

from fundamental principles has the potential to create cata-

lysts with high activity and selectivity.147 Until now, designing

new HEA materials is based on the traditional trial-and-error

method which becomes very difficult due to the large number

of possible compositions for HEAs. As the combinations of

composition and process for producing HEAs are numerous,

each HEA has its own microstructure and properties to be

identied and understood. It is very important to present basic

concepts relating to HEAs in advance. Using principles of

materials science is the most basic way to design a new

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19410–19438 | 19433
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material. This route can be used at the beginning to develop

new HEA nanomaterials for desired properties by fully under-

standing the properties of components in materials, such as the

crystal structure, atomic size, atomic weight, redox potential,

electronegativity, melting and boiling points, density, electron

conguration, etc. Rapid-throughput screening approaches are

required to vet potential HEA compositions. For example, if we

want to design low-density HEAs, more light elements should

be used. If HEAs with oxidation resistance are needed, more

oxidation-resistant elements such as Al, Cr, and Si should be

selected. If HEAs with BCC phases are desired, Al can be added

by strong binding with other elements to promote the forma-

tion of a BCC phase. In catalysis, Pd instead of Pt can be chosen

as one of the components in HEAs to promote the catalytic

activity due to the high electro-oxidation catalytic activity and

lower price of Pd. In addition, both leverage neural network

(NN) andmachine learning can be employed to provide insights

for rational design of HEA catalysts. The NN strategy can

account for the three substitution effects of HEAs (mentioned in

Fig. 13) for predicting the adsorption energy of catalysts.148

Machine learning can help calculate adsorption energies of all

surface sites on catalysts, allowing the optimization of the HEA

compositions.9,76 Nevertheless, there is also a risk that prom-

ising alloys might be dismissed in the early stage by these

methods, due to the absence of exploration of the complex links

between microstructures and properties. Certainly, careful

experimental assessment of HEAs is the prerequisite to obtain

the microstructure characteristics and stability.

Secondly, moderate and scalable synthesis strategies are

urgently needed. Although current methods mentioned in

Chapter 4 have successfully craed HEA NPs, they generally

require rigorous conditions such as high pressure, temperature

and inert atmospheric protection. NPs can be only immobilized

on limited thermally resistant substrates rather than thermally

sensitive ones. It may incur great stoichiometric deviation due

to the high vapor pressure of metal elements under these

extreme conditions. The mild electrosynthesis method can only

cra amorphous NPs (electrosynthesis method6) or is limited by

the corresponding targets (PLA approach44). It is urgent to

develop a more convenient technology with low energy

consumption under mild conditions for synthesizing a library

of HEA nanostructures.

Thirdly, although HEAs have shown great potential in

catalysis applications, the understanding of the whole HEA

world and how HEA materials behave in complex catalysis

environments is still at the infant stage. Several future trends

are pointed out: more fundamental studies on HEA structures are

required. In most cases, the catalytic performance of HEA cata-

lysts is simply explained by the synergetic effect between

multiple elements. Very limited studies aim to establish an in-

depth understanding of the structure–performance relation-

ship. HEA structures with mutual interactions between

different atoms, lattice distortion, metastable structures,

stacking fault energy, electrical and thermal conductivity,

diffusion coefficients, corrosion and oxidation are desired to

fully understand the relationship between the structure and

performance. Moreover, a theoretical model including

microstructure details in HEAs will be instructive for estab-

lishing an accurate structure–performance relationship over

HEA catalysts. Architectures in the atomic structures of HEAs

can be explored in a systematic and site-specic manner.

Otherwise, the possibility of comprehensively exploring such

systems would be precluded. Accurate models for catalyst selec-

tions need to be built. The lack of such models makes the design

of high-activity HEA catalysts difficult. The chosen descriptors

determined the catalytic activities of catalysts. For example, the

Sabatier principle shows a volcano-type relationship between

catalytic activities and adsorption energy, whereas it is a linear

relationship in the Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi behavior.149,150 Due

to the interactions of elements in alloys, the properties in terms

of adsorption energy may be more complex. Establishing

a descriptor suitable for HEA materials will contribute to

guiding the selection of high-activity catalysts. The behavior of

HEA NPs in real service environments is investigated. In the

application of industrial catalysis, critical environments, such

as high temperature/pressure, oxidizing/reducing conditions,

and extreme pH solution, are usually involved.151 Since it is

challenging to obtain structural and compositional information

of such nanoscale HEAs at spatial and temporal resolution,

there is still very limited knowledge of the behavior of HEA NPs

in these environments. Shahbazian-Yassar et al. employed in

situ gas-cell TEM to investigate the oxidation behavior of

Fe0.28Co0.21Ni0.20Cu0.08Pt0.23 HEA NPs at 400 �C and in an

atmospheric pressure air environment (Fig. 22).152 Although the

overall oxidation kinetics of the HEA NPs are slower than that of

both monometallic and bimetallic alloy NPs with similar prin-

cipal elements, the oxidation of HEA NPs governed by the Kir-

kendall effect has been found involving outward diffusion of Fe,

Co, Ni, and Cu to form an oxide layer with a concentration

gradient. Pt stays in the HEA core region during the oxidation

process due to its nonreactivity. Studies on other extreme

conditions such as oxidizing/reducing conditions and extreme

pH solution are also needed, yet are still scarce, but are crucial

for understanding HEA behavior in these environments and

providing insights in designing chemical/thermal corrosion-

resistant alloys for various applications.

Fourthly, more research can be focused on high-entropy

ceramics (HECs) such as nitrides, carbides, oxides, and

suldes. A few studies have indicated that four core effects of

HEAs are also applicable in HECs. As some conventional

phosphides/suldes/oxides/carbides/nitrides have been proven

as efficient catalysts,153–157 HECs are expected to have promising

applications in catalysis via their four core effects. Unfortu-

nately, there are few reports on the synthesis of HEC nano-

materials, limiting their research in the eld of catalysis.

Based on these deliberations, HEAs have thrust us into a new

world of seemingly innite possibility. Research on HEA-based

catalysis has been attracting increasing attention. Recent

studies indeed offer signicant potential to improve our

fundamental understanding of the catalytic behavior of HEAs.

Nevertheless, future efforts should focus on key features pre-

sented by the microstructures of HEAs, rather than wandering

in its limitless expanse.
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